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ABSTRACT… Background: Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) is a flavivirus responsible for causing chronic
liver diseases including cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Genome of HCV demonstrates
marked genetic heterogeneity with seven confirmed genotypes and multiple subtypes. Diverse
genotypes of HCV show differences with respect to their distribution, treatment strategies and
response to antiviral therapy. Dual therapy with Conventional Interferon and Ribavirin in patients
with chronic HCV infection is associated not only with various treatment related side effects
but is also both physically and economically demanding. Therefore, identification of various
patient and virus-related factors that can help predict response to antiviral therapy is extremely
important in formulating the best therapeutic strategy for each patient either to continue or stop
the therapy. Objectives: The present study aimed to determine Sustained Virological Response
(SVR) in HCV genotype 3a infected patients that received combination therapy of Conventional
Interferon (INF) and Ribavirin (RBV) and to investigate various factors that can help predict
SVR. Study Design: Longitudinal Study. Settings: Institute of basic Medical Sciences, Khyber
Medical University, Peshawar (IBMS, KMU). Period: July 2015 to September 2016. Material &
Methods: Treatment response was evaluated among 100 HCV genotype 3a infected patients
that received combination therapy for 24 weeks. Various baseline parameters including
hematological, biochemical and viral profiles were recorded. HCV genotype determination was
carried out by type specific nested PCR based genotyping assay. Viral load was determined at
baseline, at 12 weeks for Early Virological Response (EVR) and at 24 weeks of treatment for SVR.
Viral RNA quantification was carried out by Real Time PCR. Results: Out of 100 patients, SVR
was observed in 43% of patients; while 57% of the chronic HCV 3a infected patients were NonResponders (NR). Mean age of patients was low 34 ± 9.8 among patients who achieved SVR
as compared to patients with non-response (41 ± 10). The 24 weeks Alanine aminotransferase
(ALT) levels were significantly lower among patients with SVR (p-value ≤ 0.05). Although
statistically not significant, baseline viral load was higher in NR group (p-value ≥ 0.05), than
those with SVR. Association of EVR with SVR was found statistically significant (OR= 2.8, 95%
CI 1.2-6.4, p-value ≤ 0.05). Conclusions: The current study indicated that pre and on-treatment
monitoring of patients receiving anti-viral therapy is important for the management of patients
with chronic HCV infection.
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INTRODUCTION
HCV is an important health-care problem
worldwide.1 The frequency of hepatitis C virus
associated disease is increasing, and no effective
vaccine is so far available.2 Since the discovery
of Hepatitis C virus in 1989, treatment of HCV
has evolved significantly, but morbidity and
mortality rates are still expected to rise in the
coming years and more effective therapies are
required.3 The ultimate aim of antiviral therapy
Professional Med J 2019;26(8):1315-1322.

is complete elimination of the virus defined as
SVR. However, response to therapy is dependent
on several factors, including viral genotype and
patient characteristics.4 Seven major genotypes
(1-7) of HCV show significant variation with
respect to their worldwide distribution, treatment
regimens and response to antiviral treatment.5
Until recently, the standard of care for patients
with chronic HCV infection has comprised of a
combination of standard or Pegylated interferon
www.theprofesional.com
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and Ribavirin, administered for 24 to 48 weeks
depending on the HCV genotype.6 The response
rates to INF based therapy are heterogeneous
and HCV genotypes have been shown as the most
important baseline variable influencing treatment
outcomes.7 Reported SVR rates for patients
infected with HCV genotype 1 and 4 infections
are much lower 40-60% with standard treatment
duration of 48weeks as compared to HCV type 2
and 3 infections with SVR rates of 60-80% and a
relatively shorter treatment course of 24 weeks.8
HCV therapy has been revolutionized recently by
the development of Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs)
affecting viral proteins and interfering with HCV
lifecycle.9 DAAs in combination with PEG-INF
and RBV have significantly improved treatment
efficacy for HCV infection in terms of SVR. In spite
of better treatment outcomes, the availability and
affordability of DAAs in developing countries and
more importantly its efficacy in different patient
populations especially genotype 3a patients are
still major concerns.10 In Pakistan with HCV 3a
being reported to be the prevalent HCV genotype11,
the combination of RBV with either Pegylated or
conventional INF was previously used for chronic
hepatitis C treatment where the primary goal of
treatment was to achieve SVR.12 Accomplishing
SVR greatly improves the clinical outcome of
patients by reducing the progression to advanced
liver diseases including cirrhosis and subsequent
hepatocellular carcinoma.13 Although treatment
with conventional INF and RBV increases the
probability of attaining SVR by 50-70% and with
addition of Sofosbuvir up to 83% for HCV-3a, the
degree of antiviral response depends on a variety
of patient and virus related factors and these may
also fluctuate in various patient subpopulations.14
In addition to inadequate response rates antiviral
therapies are associated with various side effects
which remain an important consideration in the
management of patients with HCV.15 Because of
the suboptimal effectiveness, cost, and adverse
effects in chronic hepatitis C several pre and on
treatment predictors like normalization of ALT
levels during therapy have been sought to detect
patients with a good treatment response.16 Also,
markers for determining a poor response early
during therapy, such as the lack of EVR, have
been recommended. Although in Pakistan some
Professional Med J 2019;26(8):1315-1322.
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studies have attempted to report response rates to
dual therapy of Sofosbuvir and Ribavirin therapy
from various regions including Peshawar, most
of them are based on qualitative or quantitative
detection of HCV RNA irrespective of HCV
genotype with limited or no focus on pre and on
treatment predictors of SVR. Extended antiviral
therapies have been associated with many side
effects and medical costs together with factors
that influence treatment response necessitates
the identification of the predictive variables of
reaching SVR. This will benefit the chronic HCV
infected patients in selection of appropriate
antiviral therapy as well as reduce HCV related
morbidities in particular ethnic groups.
OBJECTIVE
The current study was designed to figure out the
actual response rates of dual therapy with INF and
RBV in HCV 3a infected patients of Peshawar and
to investigate the factors that could help predict
response to antiviral therapy.
METHODS
Patients
A longitudinal study was conducted at IBMS,
KMU, Peshawar on 100 chronic hepatitis C 3a
infected patients, who received a standardized
treatment schedule at three tertiary care hospitals
of Peshawar. After taking a written informed
consent from each infected patient, patient’s
demographic data including age of the patient,
gender and exposure to possible risk factors
were recorded. The patients were selected
for treatment based on detection of Anti HCV
antibodies, elevated ALT levels, qualitative or
quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction for HCV
viral RNA. Patients with normal Hemoglobin
(Hb) level, Platelet and Total leukocyte Counts
(TLC), normal Albumin and Creatinine values
and with no evidence of decompensated liver
disease on liver scan at baseline were included
in the study. The study was approved by the
local ethics committee and was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Patients age, gender, HCV risk factors, Hb, TLC,
ALT, S. Albumin, Platelet count, Creatinine and
viral genotype were recorded. Viral load was
www.theprofesional.com
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measured at baseline before initiating therapy,
at 12 weeks and 24 weeks of therapy. Sample
processing and baseline investigations including
viral RNA quantification were carried out at each
follow up visit in respective Hospitals.
Therapeutic Regimen
All the confirmed HCV genotype 3a patients
fulfilling the inclusion criteria received INF α-2a
(INF-A 3MIU subcutaneously thrice a week) and
Ribavirin (Ribazole, 400mg tablets) combination
therapy for 24 weeks. Efficacy of treatment was
assessed by measuring HCV viral RNA at start of
therapy, at 12 and 24 weeks of therapy. Patients
with undetectable HCV RNA after 12 and 24
weeks of therapy were labeled as having EVR
and SVR respectively, while those with detectable
HCV RNA at 24 weeks of therapy were considered
NRs.
Qualitative and Quantitative Detection of HCV
Viral RNA
Active HCV infection was ruled out using
qualitative nested Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR) targeting the 5 UTR region of HCV genome.
All the qualitative PCR positive samples were
quantified for HCV RNA by using Sacace HCV
quantitative analysis kit (Sacace Biotechnologies
Caserta, Italy). HCV genotype determination was
carried out for each sample collected by Typespecific nested PCR based genotyping assay
using type specific primers.
Statistical Analysis
SPSS version 20 was used for data analysis.
The qualitative variables were described using
percentage and the quantitative variables were
described using the mean, median and standard
deviation. The association between variables of
interest among patients with SVR and NR patients
was determined using Pearson chi-square test
with 0.05 as level of significance. To identify the
strength of association of EVR with SVR data was
entered in a stepwise binary logistic regression
model with EVR as predictor variable and SVR as
response variable
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RESULTS
Characteristics of Chronic HCV Genotype
3a Infected Patients Receiving Combination
Therapy
Patients with confirmed status of HCV genotype
3a were prospectively evaluated for host
and virus associated factors associated with
treatment response. In a total of 100 patients
who successfully completed therapy SVR was
observed in 43% of patients, while 57% of Chronic
HCV 3a infected patients were NRs. Majority of
the patients were male (60%) out of which 43%
achieved SVR. Moreover, in male patients having
age less than 40 years, a higher SVR of 55%
was observed as compared with a lower 45%
response rate in male patients of age greater than
40 years. Similarly, when SVR for female patients
was calculated, it was found out that among the
40% chronically infected female patients 43%
achieved SVR. However, in females having age
less than 40 years, SVR was 59% as compared to
41% response rate in females having age greater
than 40 years. The mean baseline ALT level was
higher in SVR group while the mean baseline viral
load was higher in NR group. The implicated risk
factors for HCV transmission were present in 23%
of patients while 77% of them didn’t give history
of prior exposure to possible risk factors.

Figure-1. Treatment response of HCV 3a patients
to Combination therapy SVR (Sustained Virological
Response), NR (Non-Responders)

Association of Biochemical and Viral Profiles
with Response to Anti-viral Therapy
Various variables associated with therapy
response are shown in Table-I. Baseline variables
were repeated at 12 and 24 weeks of therapy
and at 24 weeks of follow up. While the mean
baseline ALT level of all the patients was 59.86 ±
www.theprofesional.com
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39.0, higher than the upper limit of normal, the 24
weeks ALT levels were significantly lower among
the patients with SVR as compared to patients
with non-response (Pearson chi-square test,
p-value ≤ 0.05). The median baseline HCV viral
RNA in these patients was 725107 IU/ml (Range:
23541–23100000 IU/ml). Although statistically not
significant, the baseline HCV RNA was higher in
NR group (Pearson chi-square test, p-value ≥
0.05), than those with SVR. For exploration of
association between early viral kinetics and SVR,
HCV viral RNA was quantified at 12 weeks after
initiation of therapy. The association of EVR with
SVR was found statistically significant (Pearson
chi-square test, p-value ≤ 0.05). To identify
the strength of this association (EVR with SVR)
data was entered in a stepwise binary logistic
regression model with EVR as predictor variable
and SVR as response variable. We found that
EVR is predicting response to the effect of antiviral therapy (OR= 2.8, 95% CI 1.2-6.4, p-value
≤ 0.05).
Variable

SVR

NR

P-Value

32.6±16.9

62.4±24.2

≤ 0.05

Viral Load b
<800000IU/ml
>800000IU/Ml

29%
14%

29%
28%

≥ 0.05

EVR b

73%

27%

≤ 0.05

ALT(U/l) a

Table-I. Analysis of factors associated with SVR and
NR

a. Mean ± standard deviation; b Percentage
SVR, sustained of treatment response; ALT,
alanine aminotransferase; EVR, early virological
response.
Note: Differences between the group with SVR
and NR were compared. Significant association
was found between ALT levels and SVR (Pearson
chi-square test, p-value ≤ 0.05). Also, a significant
association was calculated for EVR and SVR
(Binary logistic Regression, 95% CI, OR = 2.8,
p-value ≤ 0.05).
DISCUSSION
The present study identified several patients and
virus-related factors that can help predict SVR in
Professional Med J 2019;26(8):1315-1322.

HCV 3a patients receiving combination therapy.
SVR was observed only in 43% of patients with
no obvious differences between male and female
patients. Among various characteristics studied,
age less than 40 years, normalization of ALT
levels, a low baseline viral load and early viral
clearance at 12 weeks (EVR) were associated
with SVR. Statistically, a viral load of ≤ 800000
IU/ml at baseline, normalized ALT level at 24
weeks (p-value ≤ 0.05), and undetectable HCV
RNA at 12 weeks (p-value ≤ 0.05) were identified
as strong predictors of SVR. A careful analysis
of previous studies from Pakistan regarding
response to conventional or Pegylated INF/RBV
combination therapy showed variable response
rates ranging from 50-70%.17-20 Dual therapies
with DAAs like Sofosbuvir and Ribavirin showed
better outcomes with SVR rates reaching 80%.21
In the present study we observed an SVR of
43%. It has been observed that even in the same
geographical location, the antiviral response may
fluctuate in different patient populations, subject
to patient characteristics and viral properties.
Recently an important observation regarding nonresponse was the high frequency of IL28B NonCC genotype among HCV 3a infected Pakistani
patients.22 Recently Akhtar et al reported an SVR
rate of 96.5% with 6 months therapy of Sofosbuvir
and RBV.23 The relatively lower response rates
observed in the present study could be related
to the emerging resistance in case of HCV 3a
because of viral evolution and viral genetic
mutations. This finding is also justified by the
current large randomized controlled trials
which have characterized HCV 3a as an INF
and RBV resistant strain as compared to HCV 2
infections.24-26
In recent years, the recommendation to treat HCV
genotype 3 infections for just 24 weeks has been
challenged by the concept of tailoring the duration
of treatment according to on-treatment viral
response. EVR defined as undetectable viral RNA
12 weeks after treatment has been described as
a strong predictor of achieving SVR27-29 in patients
infected with HCV genotype 3a.30 Monitoring ontreatment viral response has been shown useful
in individualizing therapy with a high chance
to cure and to prevent therapy from being
www.theprofesional.com
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unnecessarily prolonged.31 Most of the studies
reporting EVR as a predictor of SVR have been
done in western countries with focus on genotype
1 infections. Results of present study were based
on combination therapy in genotype 3a infected
patients and it revealed that patients who achieved
EVR were more likely to have SVR than those
who did not (p-value ≤ 0.05). An SVR of 73% was
recorded for patients having EVR as opposed in
only 27% SVR in patients without an EVR. In a
recent meta-analysis Yee et al., observed an SVR
rate of 85% in HCV genotype 2 and genotype 3
patients who achieved EVR, while 22.3% SVR
was recorded for patient without EVR.32 Similarly,
Antonov et al., established a strong correlation
between EVR and SVR (p-value ≤ 0.011) in HCV
1 infected patients.33 The findings of current study
are thus compatible with previously published
data establishing a positive relationship between
the kinetics of the HCV RNA level early during
therapy and probability of response to IFN based
regimens.
To determine factors associated with therapeutic
success various pre and on-treatment biochemical
and virological features were evaluated.
Normalization of ALT levels after therapy and
a low viral load were recorded in SVR group.
These findings are in line with regional studies
reporting a relatively high response rate (72.2%)
for patient’s less than 40 years of age.20,34 The ALT
level at week 24 was significantly lower (p value
≤ 0.05) for patients reaching SVR in our study.
Normalization of liver enzyme levels following
initiation of INF based anti-viral treatment has
been reported in previous studies and may reflect
response to therapy. In a study by Kelly et al.,
normal ALT levels early in the course of therapy
(week 4) irrespective of raised baseline ALT and a
low baseline viral load were found more frequently
in patients who achieved SVR.35 A persistently
elevated ALT level has been associated with
ongoing viral activity in NR patients.36 Although
the value of enzymatic response in predicting
treatment response is inconclusive as compared
to on-treatment viral kinetics, ALT is a simple,
economical and commonly performed test that
may be utilized in determining treatment efficacy.
Professional Med J 2019;26(8):1315-1322.
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Assessment of viral RNA load at various intervals
of therapy is another important tool for predicting
response to therapy.37,38 Though statistically not
significant (p-value ≥ 0.05) our study showed a
higher SVR for patients with low baseline viral
load than those with NR patients as reported
previously (194). This finding is also supported in
a recent multivariate analysis evaluating various
baseline variables for predicting response to antiviral therapy.39
CONCLUSION
The study concludes that pre and on-treatment
monitoring of patients receiving anti-viral
therapy is worthwhile. Patients having age less
than 40 years, normalization of ALT levels at
24 weeks of treatment, a low viral load and an
early viral clearance (EVR) at 12 weeks are
important variables associated with favorable
treatment response. In patients who do not
reach EVR therapy should be individualized and
the alternative treatment regimens should be
considered.
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